Manuscript Submission Instructions
At your first visit, you will be prompted to establish a Login Name and Password. Then you will
enter information about your manuscript and upload (1) the cover letter to the editors, (2)
manuscript, and (3) figure files. Please upload each figure individually.
Authors without access to the Internet can submit their manuscripts via mail (one hard copy and
all text and figures on disk or CD-ROM) and the editorial staff will enter the files into the system
for those authors.
Before submitting a manuscript, please gather the following information:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

All Authors
o First Names, Middle Names/Initials, Last Names
o Institutions
o Departments
o Phone and Fax Numbers
o Street Addresses
o E-mail Addresses
Cover Letter to the editors
Title and Running Title (you may copy and paste these from your manuscript)
Key words
Manuscript files in Word, WordPerfect, or Text formats
Figures/Images in TIF, EPS, PDF, or JPG formats (200 dpi recommended)
Tables in XLS or DOC formats

Tutorials on the AllenTrack site will walk you through the submission process.

Manuscript Formatting

Title Page: The exact format is unimportant because it will be changed upon computer
formatting for electronic typesetting, but supply the following items, clearly differentiated, in the
following order:
•
•
•
•

•

Running head: a descriptive condensation of the title (80 character limit) in all capital
letters.
Title, in all capital letters.
List of authors, in all capital letters, all in a single paragraph, with first names then
initials, marked by superscripts to identify addresses.
List of addresses, in capital and lower-case letters, superscripted to correspond to the list
of authors (use asterisks to indicate current address when different from original address).
Also include the e-mail address of the corresponding author.
Five key words.

Format of Manuscript: The manuscript should be typed double spaced, including abstracts, text,
references, and figure captions. All pages must be numbered beginning with the abstract through
the figure captions. Tables and figures should not be included in the numbered pages. Tables
should have captions, but figure captions should be included at the end of the text. Non-native
English speakers are encouraged to have their manuscripts critiqued by a native English speaker
prior to submission.
In the text, first-order headings are Bold CAPITALS CENTERED; second-order headings are
Italic Capitals and Lower-Case Letters Centered; third-order headings are Bold Roman Capitals
and lower-case letters, at beginning of indented paragraph, followed by a period and three
hyphens. In the text the word figure is capitalized and spelled out, e.g., Figure 1; it is capitalized
and abbreviated when used parenthetically, e.g., (Fig. 1).

